**Notes for 1A/2A Students**
- Upon return to SRHS on **A-Days @ 11:22**, students should report to the auditorium lobby then directly to Lunch then their scheduled Flex class on a **NEST Schedule** or their Advisory class on a **4-Lunch Schedule**.

**Notes for 1B Students**
- Upon return to SRHS on **B-days @ 9:47**, **CAT-S** students should report to the auditorium lobby then directly to scheduled Flex class on a **NEST Schedule** or their Advisory class on a **4-Lunch Schedule**.

**Notes for 3AB/4AB Students**
- Eat lunch in the cafeteria then **leave cafeteria at 12:30 to walk over to CAT-South**
- Upon return to SRHS at 2:40, students should report to the auditorium lobby where they will be dismissed from school at 3:18.